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Blurb:  The origins of the tantras are explained by two well-known stories, that of King 
Dza/Indrabhūti receiving the tantras atop his palace, and that of Rudra/Maheśvara’s violent 
subjugation.  Both are examples of “the literary” in the tantras.  Using Nubchen Sangye 
Yeshe’s discussion of these stories as our starting point, we will explore how early Tibetans 
might have understood tantric literature and the role of the reader vis-à-vis these two mythic 
narratives. 
 
 

Background:  Vajrapāṇ i  and King Dza 

The King Dza/Indrabhūti myth has been told and retold countless times.  Numerous versions 

predated the ninth-century rendition that is our focus here.  The Compendium of Intentions 

weaves the King Dza myth into its complex “narrative setting” (gleng gzhi; Skt. nidāna), and it is 

in this much-elaborated form that the myth entered the literary tradition of Tibet’s Nyingma 

school. 

Chapter one relates how the Compendium Sūtra was first taught in its most abstract and 

essential form through the “Thought Transmission of Conquerors’ (rgyal ba dgongs brgyud).  

The Compendium Sūtra, as “the essence of Secret Mantra, the mirror of all phenomena,” is 

transmitted within the nondual dharmakāya.  Simultaneously, the same Thought Transmission 

of Conquerors occurs within the sambhogakāya, in the buddhafields of the five buddha-families:  

Buddha, Vajra, Ratna, Padma, Karma.  In each case, the clear-light maṇḍala of mind is 

demonstrated at the peak of a mountain by the ruling buddha of that field to a million 

bodhisattvas who understand it completely and effortlessly.  Also simultaneously, the thought 

transmission takes place within the nirmāṇakāya.  In Śākyamuni’s buddhafield, Vajrapāṇi (here 

the tantric form of Śākyamuni) demonstrates the clear-light mandala of mind.  And at the 

same time, it is likewise taught in the various parallel worlds of the gods, demons, ghosts, 

animals, hell-beings, and so forth. 

Chapters two to five then explain how Śākyamuni delivered a deathbed prophesy to 

King Dza that he would return to teach the tantras in 112 years.  Chapter six then moves us up 

to that moment, 112 years after the Buddha’s parinirvāṇa, and thus begins The Compendium of 



Intentions’ account of the Symbolic Transmission of Vidyādhāras (rigs ’dzin brda brgyud).  Here 

begins The Compendium of Intentions proper.  The remaining seventy chapters are divided into 

twelve sections, each corresponding to one “Way of Arising,” that is, one way in which the 

teachings of Secret Mantra (in the form of the Compendium of Intentions) appear in the world.  

From this point forward, The Compendium of Intentions is taught by Vajrapāṇi to the famous 

demon Lord of Lanka, Rāvaṇa. 

Where is King Dza in all this?  Only later does it become clear. At the end of Vajrapāṇi’s 

teaching atop Mt. Malaya, his interlocutor, Rāvaṇa, who has been writing everything down in 

gold ink on lapiz paper, hides the resulting Compendium of Intentions in the sky before him.  At 

that same moment, “through the blessings of the dharma wheel being turned at Mt. Malaya,” 

King Dza has a series of seven dreams.  In the king’s fifth dream, he receives a tantric text:  

“From a sun-mandala blazing with light-rays appears a casket containing volumes with golden 

pages beautifully inscribed with refined lapiz ink.”1  King Dza thereby becomes the first to 

receive the third and final transmission, namely, the Hearing Transmission of Persons (gang 

zag snyan brgyud), in the form of The Compendium of Intentions.  Over the years following his 

dreams, the later tradition explains, King Dza worked to elaborate his revealed text (i.e. The 

Compendium of Intentions) into all the various tantras that were taught separately from that 

point forward. 

All at once, then, the tantras arose in the world via three simultaneous transmissions—

as the essential nondual, mirror-like teaching via the Thought Transmission of the 

Conquerors, as Vajrapāṇi’s teaching to Rāvaṇa atop Mt. Malaya via Symbolic Transmission of 

the Vidyādharas, and as King Dza’s dream revelation via the Hearing Transmission of Persons. 

King Dza was thus the source from which all later tantric hearing lineages should be traced. 

 

Background:  The Rudra Myth 

In his article on the Rudra/Maheśvara-taming myth, Ronald Davidson marvels at how in 

tantric literature offers two completely different myths describing the same event.  He 

discerns two competing mythic scenarios that commonly appear in tantric commentaries, 

                                                 
1 Dharmaśrı, 37.1.  
 



both purporting "to identify the circumstances of the preaching of the system’s scriptures.”2  

In the first of these origin myths, the tantras are preached for the first time in this human 

world by King Dza/Indrabhūti, from whom the lineage then descends.  The second myth is the 

Rudra/Maheśvara subjugation, in which Rudra’s vile character gives rise to the extreme 

methods of the tantras.  The Compendium of Intentions is remarkable in that it includes both of 

these myths in the same text.  

Within The Compendium of Intentions (that Vajrapāṇi taught to Rāvaṇa atop Mt. Malaya, 

and that King Dza received in his seven dreams), chapters 20-31 tell the story of the buddhas’ 

violent subjugation of Rudra, the demon of primordial ignorance.  Oddly, the narrative ends 

with Rudra (who has already been killed and revived) being initiated and taught The 

Compendium of Intentions.  In an odd nesting of reflexive narratives, in other words, the tantra 

within which the Rudra myth appears is itself transmitted within the Rudra myth. 

 In fact, the Rudra myth includes several strangely reflexive moments like this.  As 

chapter twenty-six begins, for example, we are at a meeting of buddhas on what to do about 

Rudra’s fast-growing power.  Suddenly the tantra’s framing narrator, Vajrapāṇi, breaks the 

flow of his narrative by calling out to his sdud pa po, Rāvaṇa: 

 

Lord of Lanka!  In the time of that temporality, I was one of those assembled in 

that very meeting.  In order to awaken everyone fully into alertness, I 

thoroughly questioned one bodhisattva named Armor of Exhortation Capable 

Intelligence, who was also present in that meeting...3 

 

Elsewhere it is made clear that this bodhisattva, Capable Intelligence, is none other than the 

Lord of Lanka, Rāvṇa.4  This means that Vajrapāṇi is telling the Lord of Lanka the story of 

Rudra’s subjugation, in which they both play a role.  In a way then, this mythic scene, in which 

Vajrapāṇi puts questions to the Lord of Lanka in the buddhas’ meeting, mirrors the 

                                                 
2 Davidson 1991, 199. 
 
3 Mdo, 192.1-2. 
 
4 That these are two names for the same person is clear throughout The Compendium of Intentions.  See for example 
Mdo, 13.1, where the Lord of Lanka is described happily remaining absorbed in meditation as the Buddha calls his 
disciples to his death-bed. 
 



(purported) authorship of the text as a whole, in which Vajrapāṇi teaches the Lord of Lanka at 

Mt. Malaya.   

It is significant that this conversation between Vajrapāṇi and the Lord of Lanka within 

the buddhas’ meeting is the last step before the violent activities begin.  Right after this scene, 

the orders are given and the violent emanations go forth.  Thus the conversation is the 

decisive moment out of which the Way of Arising (byung tshul) of Rudra’s subjugation unfolds.  

Just as Vajrapāṇi and the Lord of Lanka are the key players in the original preaching of The 

Compendium of Intentions atop Mt. Malaya, they are also responsible for the decision to enact 

the Secret Mantra teaching for Rudra.  “This means,” Gnubs-chen writes, “that throughout 

samsara without beginning and without end, whenever the Secret [Mantra] arises, the names 

proclaimed will always be those of the ‘Lord of Secrets’ [i.e. Vajrapāṇi] and ‘Armor of 

Exhortation Skillful Intelligence.’”5   

 In this sense the Rudra myth describes another version of the Symbolic Transmission of 

Vidyādharas, of a mythic structure that is always present when tantra is transmitted.  On some 

level, tantra is always taught by Vajrapāṇi to the demonic Lord of Lanka at the peak of Mt. 

Malaya.6  Whenever tantra is transmitted, this same fundamental narrative is being reenacted. 

 

Main Passages for Discussion: 

How are we to make sense of this?  The Compendium of Intentions’ ninth-century Tibetan 

commentator, Gnubs chen sangs rgyas ye shes, himself draws attention to the paradoxical, if 

not outright contradictory, perspectives inherent here: 

 

The single teaching of Secret Mantra by [Vajrapāṇi] the Lord of the Guhyakas [is 

to be understood in terms of] both (i) the explanation [of the whole Compendium 

of Intentions] to the assembly [of five excellent ones, led by Rāvaṇa] gathered at 

the peak of Mt. Malaya, and (ii) Rudra’s descent onto Mt. Malaya. 

                                                 
5 Gnubs-chen, Vol. 1, 287.3-4.  don ’dis na ’khor ba thog ma tha ma med par gsang ba ’byung ba’i skabs su gsang bdag nyid 
dang/ bskul ba’i go cha blo gros thabs ldan zhes pa’i mtshan ’ba’ zhig tu grags pa.   
 
6 Note too that the Lord of Lanka is one of the followers of Rudra who are subjugated along with their demonic 
leader and taught The Compendium of Intentions.  Thus everytime tantra is transmitted, the receipient is also a 
demon being violently subjugated by the wrathful buddha, also atop Mt. Malaya. 
 



 

Someone might say in objection, “If these [two myths of Vajrapāṇi teaching 

Rāvaṇa and the buddhas taming Rudra] occur at one time, then there should 

only be eleven Ways of Arising; there would be no need to tell how a single 

teaching occured at two times.  And if [to this you were to reply that] that is not 

so, that these are separate [events], then you must be saying that the Secret 

Mantra was arising at the same time in two [different places].  And if that is not 

the case, then you are saying that both events arose at the same time atop Mt. 

Malaya, and that would be contradictory.” 

 

gsang bdag gis gsang sngags bstan pa ma la ya’i rtser ’dus pa’i ’khor la bshad pa dang/ 

srin po ma la yar babs pa gnyis gal te dus gcig na ni/ byung tshul yang bcu gcig tu 

’gyur/ bstan pa gcig la dus gnyis smos pa la’ang dgos pa med par ’gyur ro/ de ste min te/ 

tha dad na dus gcig la gsang sngags lan gnyis ’byung bar ’gyur ro/  de ma yin na gnyis 

ka bskal pa ’di la ma la yar byung ba’ang ’gal lo zhe na (Gnubs-chen, Vol.1, 287.5-

288.2).7 

 

In other words, “How can the two events be occuring at the same moment in the same place?”  

Clearly, Gnubs chen was well aware of the potential clash between The Compendium of Inention’s 

two fictions, between its framing narrative and the Rudra-taming narrative.   

Gnubs chen, with complete confidence, draws the reader’s attention right to the point, 

yet he denies there is a problem.  “There is no contradiction,”8 he writes.  How is this possible?  

Gnubs chen continues: 

 

[Secret Mantra] is expressed throughout time without beginning and without 

end.  Thus how Rudra was tamed at some time in the past, how the secret 

[teaching] arose [at Mt. Malaya], and how this particular discussion [between 

Vajrapāṇi and the Lord of Lanka in the Buddhas’ meeting] happened are are all 

                                                 
7 Note I have simplified my translation somewhat to give focus to what I see as the main points of the argument. 
 
8 Ibid., 288.3. 
 



being related as a story [right now], so it is also arising at this present time.  

That is to say, [all] those arisings eventually come [in turn] to be explained at 

one time. 

 

de dag ni thog ma dang tha ma med par smos pa las ’dir ’das pa’i dus btul ba dang/ 

gsang ba ’byung ba dang gsungs pa’i lo rgyus smos pa dus ’dir yang ’byung ste/ de dag 

dus gcig par ’og nas ’chad par ’gyur te (Gnubs-chen, Vol. 1, 288.2-3). 

 

This is the key passage I want to look at.  I am not sure I am reading this right, but it 

seems that Gnubs chen here reads the myth as an invitation to the reader to inhabit the 

multiple perspectives of its dual fictional realms.  He begins by reminding us that there have 

been, are, and will be countless appearances of Secret Mantra in the world.  He then points out 

that all three scenarios in question here – the Rudra-taming myth, the King Dza myth (in 

which Vajrapāṇi teaches The Compendium of Intentions to Rāvaṇa atop Mt. Malaya), and “this 

particular discussion” in the buddhas’ meeting – all three are being discussed right now, in his 

interaction with his reader.  Within this present act of reading, all three Ways of Arising are 

arising.  Not only, then, are all three scenes being played out at the same time and in the same 

place, but the present act, of reading the tantra and Gnubs chen’s commentary, is itself a Way 

of Arising. 

Gnubs chen’s explanation thereby shifts the reader’s attention from the multi-layered 

fictions of the mythical events to the reader him/herself.  The reader no longer stands outside 

the myths; rather, s/he is involved in the myths, bringing them to life simply through reading.  

By reading the narratives of these mythic transmissions, Gnubs chen tells us, one becomes an 

actor in those same myths.  Such is the power of The Compendium of Intentions:  Simply by 

reading it, one is inscribed in it.  On another interpretive register, one is atop Mt. Malaya, 

simultaneously seated at the feet of Vajrapāṇi and among Rudra’s horde being violently 

subdued.  


